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ABSTRACT. Let $S$ be the $p$-adic solenoid bundle, and let $\eta: X \to S^1$ be a map of the continuum $X$ onto $S^1$. The bundle space $B$ of the induced bundle $\eta^{-1}S$ is investigated. Sufficient conditions are obtained for $B$ to be connected, to be aposyndetic, and to be homogeneous. Uncountably many aposyndetic, homogeneous, one-dimensional, nonlocally connected continua are constructed. Other classes of continua are placed into this framework.

1. Let $S = (S, f, S^1, G)$ be the $p$-adic solenoid bundle, where $S$ is the $p$-adic solenoid, $G$ is the $p$-adic integers, and $f: S \to S^1$ is the projection of $S$ onto $S^1$. If $X$ is a continuum and $\eta: X \to S^1$ is a map, then the bundle space $B$ of the induced bundle $\eta^{-1}S$ is a nonlocally connected compactum of the same dimension as $X$.

When $B$ is a continuum, it possesses interesting properties. It is neither arcwise-connected nor movable, and its first Čech cohomology group $H^1(X; \mathbb{Z})$ contains an element that admits infinite division. Under quite reasonable conditions on $X$, the continuum $B$ is aposyndetic (thus we have another class of aposyndetic and nonlocally connected continua occurring “in nature” [5]), and if $X$ is strongly locally homogeneous, then $B$ is homogeneous. The importance of aposyndesis in the study of homogeneous continua is explained in [8].

This paper develops tools to recognize when $B$ is a continuum and what its topological properties are. We view the process as a machine with input $X$ and $\eta$ and output $B$ and $h$.

For example, if $X$ is the Menger universal curve and $\eta$ is a retraction of $X$ onto a core circle, then $B$ is an aposyndetic, homogeneous continuum that is not locally connected—in fact, $B$ is homeomorphic to the examples described in [8 and 4] if $G$ is the dyadic integers. On the other hand, if $\eta$ is the quotient map of a continuous decomposition of a continuum $X$ into pseudo-arcs, then $h$ is the quotient map of a continuous decomposition of the continuum $B$ into pseudo-arcs.

This approach does not give the same information at the inverse limit approach—its appeal lies in its elegance and quickness. If one wishes complete information on, for instance, the shape of $B$, it seems necessary to use the approach of [8], or,
equivalently, to develop the induced bundle for each bonding map of the inverse sequence.

If $P = (p_1, p_2, \ldots)$ is a sequence of positive integers greater than one, the $P$-adic solenoid $S$ is the limit of the inverse sequence in which each factor space is $S^1$ and the bonding map $f_{n+1}^*: S^1 \to S^1$ is defined by $f_{n+1}^*(z) = z^{p_n}$. If $f: S \to S^1$ is the projection of $S$ onto the first factor space $S^1$, then the kernel of $f$ is a group $G$ called the $P$-adic integers. The topological group $G$ is an abelian group whose underlying space is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Since $G$ has a local cross-section in $S$, it follows from [12, p. 31] that $S$ is a fiber bundle over $S^1 = S/G$ relative to the projection $f$ which assigns to each $b$ the coset $bG$. The fiber of the bundle is $G$ and the group is $G$ acting on the fiber by left translations.

2. Induced bundles. In this section, we collect a few obvious facts about induced bundles. We adopt the (second) definition of induced bundle in [12, p. 47] and the notation therein. In particular, if $\eta: X \to X'$ is a map and $\mathcal{B}' = (B', p', X', Y, G)$ is a bundle with base space $X'$, then the bundle space $B$ of the induced bundle $\eta^{-1}\mathcal{B}'$ is the subspace of $X \times B'$ consisting of those pairs $(x, b')$ such that $\eta(x) = p'(b')$. The bundle map $p: B \to X$ is the projection onto the first coordinate, and the induced map $h: B \to B'$ is the projection into the second coordinate (note that if $\eta$ is surjective, so is $h$). Thus the following diagram is commutative:

$$
\begin{array}{ccc}
B & \xrightarrow{h} & B' \\
\downarrow p & & \downarrow p' \\
X & \xrightarrow{\eta} & X'
\end{array}
$$

If $p'(b') = x'$, then $h^{-1}(b') = \{(x, b') : \eta(x) = x'\}$. Hence $h^{-1}(b')$ is homeomorphic to $\eta^{-1}(x')$, which implies the following useful fact.

**Proposition 1.** If each point inverse of $\eta$ has some topological property, then so does each point inverse of $h$.

For example, if $\eta$ is monotone, acyclic, or cell-like, so is $h$, and if the point inverses of $\eta$ are pseudo-arcs, so are those of $h$.

**Proposition 2.** If $\eta$ is an open map, so is $h$.

**Proof.** Without loss of generality, an open set in $B$ is of the form $\eta^{-1}(V_j \times W)$, when $V_j$ is an open subset of $X$ and $W$ is an open subset of $Y$. Then

$$h(\phi_j(V_j \times W)) = h(V_j, \phi_j(\eta(V_j), W)) = \phi_j(\eta(V_j), W) = \eta(V_j) \times W.$$

Hence $h$ is an open map.

3. Bundles induced from solenoid bundles. Throughout this section, $\eta: X \to S^1$ is a map of continuum $X$ into $S^1$, and $S$ is the $P$-adic solenoid bundle $(S, f, S^1, G)$. The bundle space $B$ of the induced bundle $\eta^{-1}S$ is always a nonlocally connected compactum of the same dimension as $X$.

Often $B$ is not a continuum. For instance, if $\eta$ is inessential, then $\eta^{-1}S$ is equivalent to the product bundle. If $X = S$ and $\eta = f$, then $\eta^{-1}S$ is the square of the
bundle $S$ and is equivalent to a product bundle; so even if $\eta$ is essential, $B$ may not be a continuum.

The following two theorems give conditions sufficient to prove that in the examples of interest in this paper, $B$ is a continuum.

**Theorem 3.** If there exists a simple closed curve $C$ in the arcwise-connected continuum $X$ such that the restriction of $\eta$ to $C$ is a homeomorphism, then $B$ is a continuum.

**Proof.** The bundle space of $(\eta|C)^{-1}S$ is a solenoid $S$. For each $b$ in $B$, there exists an arc in $X$ from $p(b)$ to a point of $C$; this lifts to an arc from $b$ to a point of $S$. Hence $B$ is connected.

**Theorem 4.** If $\eta: X \to S^1$ is monotone, then $B$ is a continuum.

**Proof.** It $\eta$ is monotone, so is $h$, by Proposition 1. It is well known that the domain of a monotone map onto a continuum is itself a continuum. Hence $B$ is connected.

A continuum is **colocally (arcwise-) connected** if each of its points has arbitrarily small neighborhoods with (arcwise-) connected complements.

A continuum $X$ is **aposyndetic at the point** $p$ in $X$ if given any other point $q$ of $X$, there exists a subcontinuum of $X$ missing $q$ and containing $p$ in its interior. A continuum is **aposyndetic** if it is aposyndetic at each of its points. Note that colocally connected continua are aposyndetic.

The next two theorems give conditions sufficient for the continuum $B$ to be aposyndetic.

**Theorem 5.** Let $X$ be a colocally arcwise-connected continuum. Suppose, for some two disjoint, simple closed curves in $X$, the restriction of $\eta$ to each is a homeomorphism. Then $B$ is a colocally connected (hence aposyndetic) continuum.

**Proof.** Theorem 3 implies that $B$ is a continuum. A point $b$ in $B$ has arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the form $\phi(V \times W)$, where $\phi$ is a coordinate transformation, $V$ is an open subset of a coordinate neighborhood, and $W$ is an open subset of $G$. We may assume $X - V$ is arcwise-connected and contains one of the simple closed curves; call this simple closed curve $C$. The bundle space of $(\eta|C)^{-1}S$, being a solenoid $S$, is connected. If $b_1$ is a point of $B$ not in $p^{-1}(V)$, then there is an arc in $X$ from $p(b_1)$ to $C$, which lifts to an arc in $B$ from $b_1$ to $S$.

If $b_2 = \phi(x, y)$, $y \notin W$, let $K$ be the closure of the component of $\phi(V \times \{y\})$ containing $b_2$. Since the continuum $K$ contains a point of $B - p^{-1}(V)$, the result of the previous paragraph implies that there exists a continuum from $b_2$ to $S$ missing $\phi(V \times W)$. It follows that $B - \phi(V \times W)$ is connected.

**Theorem 6.** Suppose each point of $X$ has arbitrarily small neighborhoods with connected boundary. If $B$ is a continuum, then $B$ is colocally connected (hence aposyndetic).

**Proof.** A point $B$ of $B$ has arbitrarily small neighborhoods $U'$ of the form $\phi(V' \times W)$, where $\phi$ is a coordinate transformation, $V'$ is an open subset of a
coordinate neighborhood, and $W$ is an open subset of $G$. Let $V$ be a neighborhood of $p(b)$ with boundary $Z$ such that $\bar{V} \subset V'$ and $Z$ is connected. Let $U = \phi(V \times W)$. We shall show that $B - U$ is connected.

If $B - U = C \cup D$, where $C$ and $D$ are two disjoint, closed subsets of $B$, then no component of $p^{-1}(Z)$ intersects both $C$ and $D$. Define $C'$ to be the union of all the components $K$ of $U$ satisfying $\overline{K} \cap C \neq \emptyset$. Define $D'$ similarly. The $C \cup C'$ and $D \cup D'$ are two disjoint, closed sets whose union is $B$. Since $B$ is connected, either $C$ or $D$ is empty. Hence $B - U$ is connected. This completes the proof.

The space $X$ is stably homogeneous over the open subset $U$ if for each pair of points $x$ and $y$ of $U$, there exists a homeomorphism $h: (X, x) \to (X, y)$ such that $h$ is the identity on the complement of $U$.

The bundle $\mathcal{F}$ is stably homogeneous if there exists an open cover of the base space $X$ refining the collection of coordinate neighborhoods of $X$ such that $X$ is stably homogeneous over each element of this cover.

**Theorem 7.** If $(B', X', p', G')$ is a stably homogeneous principal bundle with $X'$ a continuum and $G'$ abelian, then the bundle space $B'$ is homogeneous.

**Proof.** Let $b_1$ and $b_2$ be two points of $B'$ in the same fiber. Since $G'$ is abelian, right translations of $B'$ by elements of $G'$ are bundle mappings that map each fiber onto itself [12, p. 40], so there exists a homeomorphism of $(B', b_1)$ onto $(B', b_2)$.

Let $V$ be a coordinate neighborhood of $X'$ containing $x$. Let $U$ be an open subset of $V$ containing $x$ such that $X'$ is stably homogeneous over $U$. For any point $z$ in $U$, there exists a homeomorphism $k: (X', x) \to (X', z)$ that is the identity on the complement of $U$. Define $\tilde{k}: B' \to B'$ by letting $\tilde{k}$ be the identity map on the complement of $(p')^{-1}(U)$, and the product of $k$ and the identity map of the Cantor set on $(p')^{-1}(U)$.

Finite compositions of these two types of homeomorphisms provide enough homeomorphisms to show $X'$ is homogeneous. This completes the proof.

The space $X$ is strongly locally homogeneous if each point of $X$ has arbitrarily small open neighborhoods over which $X$ is stably homogeneous over each element of this cover.

**Corollary 8.** If $X$ is strongly locally homogeneous, then the bundle space $B$ is homogeneous.

The last theorem of this section points out some topological properties $B$ must possess if it is a continuum.

**Theorem 9.** If $B$ is a continuum, then $B$ is neither arcwise-connected nor movable, and $H^1(B; \mathbb{Z})$ contains an element that admits infinite division.

**Proof.** Since $B$ is a continuum, $\eta$ is essential, for otherwise $\eta^{-1}\mathbb{S}$ would be a product bundle. Hence $\eta$ is surjective, and so is $h$. Since $h$ maps the continuum $B$ onto the indecomposable continuum $S$, $B$ is not arcwise-connected. By [9], $H^1(B; \mathbb{Z})$ contains an element that admits infinite division, and by [9, Corollary 4], $B$ is not movable.

**4. Examples.** The universal plane curve can be constructed by taking a square with boundary $A$, deleting the interior of the middle-ninth of that square, then deleting
the interiors of the middle-ninths of each of the eight squares remaining, and continuing to delete middle-ninths of remaining squares. Each point of the universal plane curve has arbitrarily small neighborhoods with connected boundary.

Example 1. Let $X$ be the universal plane curve, and let $\eta: X \to S^1$ be the composition of a retraction of $X$ onto $A$ and a homeomorphism of $A$ onto $S^1$. Then the bundle space $B$ is an aposyndetic, nonlocally connected, one-dimensional continuum.

Example 2. The universal curve $M$ can be described as the set of all points of the unit cube that project, in each of the $x$, $y$, and $z$ directions, onto universal plane curves constructed (as above) on the faces of this cube. Each point of $M$ has arbitrarily small neighborhoods with connected boundary. R. D. Anderson [1] has shown that $M$ is strongly locally homogeneous. Let $X' = M$, and let $\eta': M \to S^1$ be the composition of the map $\eta$ of Example 1 and the projection of $M$ into $R^2$. Then the bundle space $B'$ of the induced bundle $\eta'^{-1}S$ is an aposyndetic, homogeneous, nonlocally connected, one-dimensional continuum.

Example 3. Let $X$ be the circle of pseudo-arcs [2] and let $\eta: X \to S^1$ be an open map onto $S^1$ such that point inverses are pseudo-arcs. Then the bundle space $B$ is a solenoid of pseudo-arcs [10]; in fact, the map $h: B \to S$ defines a continuous decomposition of $B$ into pseudo-arcs such that the quotient space is a solenoid. The continuum $B$ is not aposyndetic, but it is homogeneous, since $\eta^{-1}S$ is a stably homogeneous bundle. Note that $X$ is not a strongly locally homogeneous space. The fact that $B$ is circularly chainable does not follow from results of this paper, but rather from [8].

Example 4. Suppose $X$ is a closed $n$-manifold of dimension greater than one, and $r: X \to A$ is a retraction of $X$ onto a simple closed curve $A$ in $X$. Let $\eta: X \to S^1$ be the composition of the map $r$ and a homeomorphism of $A$ onto $S^1$. Then $B$ is an aposyndetic, homogeneous, nonlocally connected continuum of dimension $n$.

Example 5. Suppose there exists a continuum $X$ and an open map $\eta: X \to M$ of $X$ onto the universal curve $M$ such that point inverses are pseudo-arcs. Consider the induced bundle $\eta^{-1}(\eta'^{-1}S)$, where $\eta'^{-1}S$ is the bundle of Example 2. The bundle space $B$ of $\eta^{-1}(\eta'^{-1}S)$ is a one-dimensional continuum that admits an open map $h: B \to B'$ onto the bundle space $B'$ of Example 2 such that point inverses are pseudo-arcs. Moreover, if $\eta^{-1}(\eta'^{-1}S)$ is a stably homogeneous bundle, then $B$ is homogeneous.

5. Case continua. Let us call a continuum a Case continuum if it is homeomorphic to one of the continua constructed in Example 2 of the previous section. J. H. Case [4] constructed the first Case continuum via inverse limits. A Case continuum is homogeneous, aposyndetic, one-dimensional, and not locally connected. In this section we show there are uncountably many topologically distinct Case continua.

One can compute the Čech cohomology of a Case continuum directly from an inverse limit representation of the continuum; the following proof, however, seems more interesting.

Theorem 10. Let $B$ be a Case continuum that retracts onto the solenoid $S$. Then $H^1(B; Z) = H^1(S; Z) \oplus \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} Z$. 
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PROOF. A retraction of $B$ onto $S$ implies
$$H^1(B; \mathbb{Z}) \cong H^1(S; \mathbb{Z}) \oplus H^1(B, S; \mathbb{Z}).$$
The strong excision property of Alexander–Čech cohomology [11, p. 318] implies $H^1(B, S; \mathbb{Z}) \cong H^1(B/\pi S; \mathbb{Z})$, where $B/\pi S$ is the quotient space obtained by collapsing $S$ to a point. The continuum $B/\pi S$ is arcwise-connected, by the proof of Theorem 3; hence it is pointed one-movable [6]. Since $B/\pi S$ is one-dimensional, it has the shape of a plane continuum [13] and hence of a (obviously infinite) bouquet of circles [3]. Since Alexander–Čech cohomology is a shape invariant, $H^1(B/\pi S; \mathbb{Z}) \cong \Sigma_{i=1}^\infty \mathbb{Z}$. The conclusion of the theorem follows.

If $P_\alpha$ and $P_\beta$ are sequences of primes, define $P_\alpha \sim P_\beta$ if a finite number of terms can be deleted from each sequence so that every prime occurs the same number of times in the deleted sequences. Let $S_\alpha$ and $S_\beta$ be the solenoids associated with $P_\alpha$ and $P_\beta$, respectively. The following theorem is well known (see, for instance, [7, p. 198]).

**Theorem 11.** The following are equivalent.

1. $P_\alpha \sim P_\beta$.
2. $S_\alpha$ is homeomorphic to $S_\beta$.
3. $H^1(S_\alpha; \mathbb{Z}) \cong H^1(S_\beta; \mathbb{Z})$.

In fact, if $P_\alpha = (p_1, p_2, \ldots)$, then $H^1(S_\alpha; \mathbb{Z})$ is isomorphic to the group of all rationals of the form $m/(p_1 p_2 \ldots p_n)$, where $m$ is an integer and $n$ is a positive integer.

**Theorem 12.** There exist $c$ topologically distinct Case continua.

PROOF. Let $\{P_\alpha\}$ be a collection of $c$ sequences of primes with the property that any prime occurs at most once in any sequence and any two sequences have at most a finite number of primes in common. Associated with each $P_\alpha$ is a solenoid $S_\alpha$, a Case continuum $B_\alpha$, and a retraction of $B_\alpha$ onto $S_\alpha$. It follows from the previous theorem that if $\alpha \neq \beta$, then $H^1(S_\alpha; \mathbb{Z})$ is not isomorphic to $H^1(S_\beta; \mathbb{Z})$. Hence, from elementary considerations, $H^1(S_\alpha; \mathbb{Z}) \oplus \Sigma_{i=1}^\infty \mathbb{Z}$ is not isomorphic to $H^1(S_\beta; \mathbb{Z}) \oplus \Sigma_{i=1}^\infty \mathbb{Z}$. Hence $B_\alpha$ is not homeomorphic to $B_\beta$, by Theorem 10.
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